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WHENEVER CRISES VISIT A GIVEN
COMMUNITY, THE FUNDAMENTAL
REALITY OF THAT COMMUNITY IS LAID
BARE. WHO HAS MORE AND WHO HAS
LESS. WHERE THE POWER LIES. WHAT
PEOPLE TREASURE & WHAT THEY FEAR.
- ARUNDHATI ROY

ON 26 MARCH 2020 SOUTH AFRICA WENT INTO LOCKDOWN, JOINING
MANY OTHER COUNTRIES IN A GLOBAL LIMITATION RESPONSE TO
THE RAPID SPREAD OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC.
As with other pandemics, the South African response highlighted the political, social and economic faults in our
country - particularly the race, class and gender inequalities that persist. As Arundhati Roy stated, “whenever
crises visit a given community, the fundamental reality of that community is laid bare. Who has more and who
has less. Where the power lies. What people treasure and what they fear.” But it is also crises that show us the
resilience of everyday people, and there are many.
During this time, Tekano sought out opportunities to support the efforts of resilience through our Fellows who
work with disadvantaged and marginalised communities. We did this to strengthen our role which is to provide
support that develops leadership for health equity. We wanted to provide support in the face of this pandemic,
strengthening the work and amplifying the voices of Fellows and the communities they were supporting.
On 15 April 2020 Tekano published a call for Fellows to submit proposals for collaborative social change
initiatives. Our criteria for determining support for these COVID-19 initiatives included:
•
•
•
•
•

They must advance social change within the broad agenda for health equity.
They must highlight and support the plight of vulnerable and marginalised communities.
They must be collective and/or collaborative initiatives.
They should not be duplicating the work of others involved in COVID-19 efforts. They can however
complement or support existing initiatives.
Fellows involved in the initiative must be prepared to share their work and stories via Tekano’s broader
COVID-19 response which includes developing podcasts and documentaries.

We received nine (9) applications in total and through a rigorous process of feedback, clarification, budgeting and
due diligence we currently have five (5) Fellow-led COVID-19 projects in implementation.
A snapshot of each project is included here.
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ACCESS TO QUALITY WATER FOR RURAL & TOWNSHIP HOUSEHOLDS
IN KWAZULU-NATAL
FF ABOUT:
This project builds on the existing work being undertaken by the Women’s Leadership and Training Programme
(WLTP) which creates awareness and educates the public about the importance of water sources for girls and
women in the rural areas of KwaZulu-Natal. They particularly focus on the access to improved quality water in
streams, rivers, springs and wells for 900 rural and 150 urban households in Hlokozi, Centocow and KwaMashu
as well as the lack of water which has exacerbated the community vulnerability under COVID-19.

FF OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.
4.

To address the immediate needs that COVID-19 presents, protecting participants and encouraging
entrepreneurship by facilitating the production of masks and educating communities about the
importance of washing hands and good hygiene.
To secure and protect water sources for 2 100 girls and 1 050 women.
To change gender work stereotypes and stop the abuse of girls when they fetch water.
To develop a replicable model that can be rolled out in other communities.

FF EXPECTED RESULTS:
To develop and document a model for other communities to learn from, one that embraces and includes building
women leadership and empowerment, drawing on indigenous knowledge, creating spaces free from GBV, and
that engages the local municipality and traditional leaders to preserve the quality of water and improved hygiene
and sanitation in order to build resilience to diseases.
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COVID-19 KHAYELITSHA
#MASKS4ALL
FF ABOUT:
This project focuses on mitigating the effects of contracting COVID-19 and supporting the health of people with
disabilities as well as the elderly by providing masks and hand sanitiser to selected homes and places of care
in Khayelitsha. This community has also experienced further injustice by the lack of access to resources and
opportunities to prevent the spread and contraction of COVID-19.

FF OBJECTIVES:
1.

2.
3.

To support the economic development of seamstresses from the community through the production
of masks that will be supplied to selected organisations that care for persons with disabilities and the
elderly.
Contribute positively to the health equalities of persons with disabilities and the elderly through the
provision of masks and hand sanitiser in order to mitigate the effects of contracting the disease.
Contribute positively to the social equalities of persons with disabilities and the elderly through the
provision of information about COVID-19 related support services.

FF EXPECTED RESULTS:
Over the short-term the initiative will support the social economic development of the community by providing
the seamstresses from the Khayelitsha community with a form of income in the midst of the country’s lockdown,
while over the medium term vulnerable persons will have received masks and hand sanitiser, as well as education
on the 5 Golden Rules of good hygiene that will mitigate the risk of contracting and spreading COVID-19. Over the
long term it is expected that the identified organisations will have knowledge about and access to information
regarding social services support systems that can be accessed in the midst of and beyond the COVID-19
pandemic.
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A COORDINATED INTERSECTIONAL APPROACH TO ADVOCATING FOR
THE INCLUSION OF SEX WORKERS & LGBTI+ PEOPLE IN THE STATE’S
EMERGENCY RESPONSE TO COVID-19
FF ABOUT:
This project seeks to proactively engage with the implications of COVID-19 on the everyday experiences of sex
workers and LGBTIQ+ persons. It serves as a starting point for a broader collaborative advocacy strategy between
the Sex Workers Education and Advocacy Taskforce (SWEAT), Mothers for the Future (M4F), the Triangle Project,
and the Sexual and Reproductive Coalition (SRJC).

FF OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Build synergies and collaborations across advocacy priorities and the different organisations involved.
Generate information and document the experiences linked to COVID-19 and the state’s response to
broader advocacy.
Respond to challenges that sex workers and LGBTIQ+ persons face due to COVID-19, linked to the state’s
response through media and social media engagement.
Position sex work and LGBTIQ+ priorities alongside ‘mainstream’ health systems and community
organising and advocacy and develop a sustainable strategy to build an allyship base for advocacy of
these priorities.

FF EXPECTED RESULTS:
To build on advocacy work and connect efforts to mobilise towards the decriminalisation of sex work to advance
the rights and health of sex workers, with efforts to ensure the realisation of constitutional and human rights of
womxn, LGBTIQ+ persons, their partners and families.
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SUPPORTING A COMMUNITY OF NON SOUTH AFRICAN
INFORMAL TRADERS IN THE MIDST OF THE LOCKDOWN
FF ABOUT:
Working through Cape Town Together, a rapid community response to COVID-19, this project focuses on
supporting 58 female informal traders from Gugulethu, Khayelitsha and Masiphumelele, who support their
own and extended families through the income from trade. These women have been adversely affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic, losing their livelihoods and threatening the already precarious social determinant of health
of this vulnerable community.

FF OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.

Provide each woman with a monthly food aid voucher, as the most urgent identified need is that of food.
Strengthen existing social networks that provide support to, amongst and between these women.
Explore opportunities for self-organising into a formal structure during and post lockdown, where they
can advocate for issues affecting them as migrant informal traders.

FF EXPECTED RESULTS:
To support these informal traders by creating employment for themselves and others in their community as
part of generating income for the local economy and in building social solidarity with relevant stakeholders,
civil society organisations and existing traders associations as part of establishing structures of support and
advocacy for inclusion.
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BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE AMONG HEALTHCARE WORKERS
& COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS UNDER
COVID-19 & BEYOND
FF ABOUT:
This project encourages multi-sectoral collaboration and engages many different key and vulnerable population
groups to determine their thoughts and knowledge regarding COVID-19, especially with regard to Infection
Prevention and Control (IPC) methods and awareness raising. In addition, the project will support the Goodwood
CAN to provide nutrition support to community members.

FF OBJECTIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Engage with community-based healthcare workers to determine the successes and challenges during
COVID-19.
Design and publish an IPC related training package for community-based healthcare workers.
Engage a social media advocacy strategy, including developing a website and infographic design on
health.
Provide dignity packs to Adolescent Girls and Young Women in Goodwood via the Goodwood CAN.
Provide health screening at various agreed upon sites to ensure Goodwood community members are
monitored for integrated health needs, aligned to Goodwood clinic.

FF EXPECTED RESULTS:
To work with people’s lived experience on IPC under COVID-19, create awareness and reach more audiences by
developing a tailored IPC information and training package, including building alliances to input into a broader
Public Health Association of South Africa (PHASA) advocacy strategy.

TEKANO is currently conducting a mid-project review
of all five (5) projects. Our initial work is demonstrating
what is possible and what some of the key challenges
and limitations are. These are establishing very grounded
experiences for us as we consider COVID-19 and our work
in supporting Fellows as part of the Lifelong Fellowship
Programme.

CRYSTAL DICKS

PROGRAMMES DIRECTOR
AT TEKANO
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COVID-19
PROJECTS

AT THE START OF THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC TEKANO ANNOUNCED IT
WOULD PROVIDE TARGETED SUPPORT AND RESOURCES...
to assist up to five (5) Fellows’ collaborative social change initiatives which are located amongst the most
vulnerable and marginalised communities in South Africa. Tekano developed criteria and focus areas for these
initiatives. A number of fellows took up this opportunity, and after a comprehensive review process Tekano
decided to support the following social change initiatives:

1.

Access to quality water for rural and township households
Sibongile Mtungwa

2.

COVID-19 Khayelitsha #Masks4All
Wendy Somlavi, Lena Stofile and Nikki Green

3.

A co-ordinated intersectional approach to advocating for the inclusion of sex
workers and LGBTI+ people in the state’s emergency response to COVID-19
Lance Louskieter and Dudu Dlamini

4.

Exclusion of marginalised foreign migrants
Tinashe Njani, Mafoko Phomane and Kentse Radebe

5.

Building community resilience among and community volunteers
Rene Sparks

WHAT MAKES THESE PROJECTS SPECIAL?
WHY DID TEKANO DECIDE TO SUPPORT THESE PROJECTS?

LET’S HAVE A LOOK AT WHO THESE FELLOWS ARE AND AT EACH INITIATIVE.
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ACCESS TO QUALITY WATER FOR
RURAL & TOWNSHIP HOUSEHOLDS
Sibongile Mtungwa, a Senior Fellow who resides in KwaZulu-Natal and the
director at the Women’s Leadership and Training Programme (WLTP), runs
a project that aims to improve access to potable or good quality water.
Sibongile has been a pillar to many Fellows in the Fellowship. She has
advised and worked with them on projects including the Girls Menstrual
Health project.
WLTP works in impoverished, overcrowded sections and informal
settlements where people hardly get water from the municipality. As water
is essential for hygiene and sanitation, Sibongile embarked on a project
to train water custodians to secure water sources especially in the period
of COVID-19 and beyond. The stream custodians were trained to test the
water sources in the catchments of three communities by using transect
SIBONGILE MTUNGWA
walks and Mini- SASS tools. WLTP worked with an organisation called
GroundTruth who trained the stream custodians to use these scientific
tools. The water was tested and analysed. Sibongile also conducted stakeholder engagements and meetings
with municipalities. This project is very important and it is clear that Sibongile and her organisation are working
hard to make sure communities have clean and portal water.

WATER IS ESSENTIAL FOR
HYGIENE & SANITATION
SOCIETY WILL NOT FULLY TRANSFORM UNTIL GIRLS AND
WOMEN PARTICIPATE IN THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS

FF DESCRIBE YOUR ORGANISATION
The Women’s Leadership and Training Programme (WLTP) was built, approximately 35 years ago, to support and
strengthen female leadership in disadvantaged rural areas, townships and informal settlements across South
Africa.
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WLTP has operated in the six provinces of South Africa and is now based in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa. The
organisation believes society will not fully transform until girls and women participate in the decision making
process. Ultimately, to ignite this transformation and to achieve this emancipation, girls and women have to create
their own safe spaces where they can support each other and engage meaningfully with society’s structures.
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To facilitate this process we use the core modules of Leadership and Life Skills, Strategic Gender Analysis,
Climate Change, Biodiversity, Culture and Heritage, Economic Literacy and Ethics and Morality in our training.

FF WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF YOUR PROPOSAL?
My participation in the Atlantic Fellowship helped me understand how water, gender and security are all
determinants of health. This helped me frame my personal experience with the abduction of young girls for early
marriages and how vulnerable they are, particularly today ‘on their way to fetch water’.
The current project with TEKANO focuses on Access to Quality Clean Water for Rural Girls and Women. This
project aims to advocate for and support girls and women who struggle to access clean water during COVID-19
and beyond. It equips girls and women to use scientific tools that help them understand water in springs, wells,
streams and, eventually, rivers. The project engages with stakeholders like Traditional Leaders, Municipalities,
Government Departments and Civil Society to address the issue of water shortages in vulnerable communities. At
the same time the project documents the stories, findings and processes which can be used as resources in other
communities. The ultimate goal is to demand water as a basic human right in the upcoming Local Government
Elections - to ensure the infrastructure development in rural areas, townships and informal settlements addresses
water issues and actively involves the affected groups like girls and women.

FF WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM YOUR GRANT?
We support girls and women in Hlokozi, Centocow and KwaMashu in Kwa-Zulu Natal. They have formed Water
Custodians groups in their areas to educate communities about climate change, household waste (as it affects
water) and biodiversity preservation as a way of securing water.
Visit the WLTP Water Project page on Facebook for more information.

FF HTTPS://WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/WLTPWATERPROJECT
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COVID-19 KHAYELITSHA #MASKS4ALL

WENDY SOMLAVI

LENA STOFILE

NIKKI GREEN

Wendy Somlavi collaborated with Lena Stofile and Nikki Green to support the health of the elderly people with
disabilities and mitigating the effects of them contracting COVID-19.
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Wendy, a young entrepreneur from Khayelitsha, is always looking at ways to help community members. A few years
ago she started her waste management business “Wheely in a Wheelie” which she ran part time while working
as a facilitator at Equal Education. Through “Wheely in a Wheelie” she wanted to develop a culture of recycling
in her community, and improve waste management in order to reduce the health hazard. It was no surprise when
she collaborated with Lena Stofile an employee for the City of Cape Town. Since joining the Fellowship, Lena
has collaborated with many Fellows on projects, such as co-hosting sessions to improve childhood nutrition
and access to early childhood development services as well as another project on waste management. Nikki,
an avid community development practitioner, lectured at The University of Western Cape, training occupational
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therapists to be socially responsive and culturally sensitive citizens that advocate for the rights of disadvantaged
individuals, groups and communities.
These three Fellows embarked on an initiative to provide masks, hand sanitiser, soap and information about
COVID-19 related support services to persons with disabilities in care organisations and people in old age homes
in Khayelitsha, Klipfontein, Tygerberg, South and Western health districts. Through this project they also support
the economic development of seamstresses from Khayelitsha where thirteen women sewed 6000 masks which
are being distributed to selected organisations.
This project aligned with Tekano`s call as it supports the plight of vulnerable and marginalised communities
impacted by COVID-19. This project is also a collaborative project between Senior Fellows working with
Environmental Health Workers to provide education about the 5 Golden Rules of good hygiene to the identified
organisations.

HELPING THE ELDERLY
MITIGATE THE EFFECTS
OF COVID-19

MASKS FOR ALL
According to the “Slum Health: Arresting COVID-19 & Improving Well-Being in Urban Informal Settlements” Report
(2020), the nature of informal settlements lends itself to increased risk of disease transmission – high densities,
and short supply of water, toilets, sewers, drainage, waste collection, and secure and adequate housing. Residents
of informal settlements, by virtue of their vulnerable economic status, do not have adequate access to healthcare
and supporting structures that could mitigate the effects of disease.
Informal settlements in South Africa are characterised by profound inequalities in access to basic services such
as water, sanitation, and electricity. Those living in informal settlements experience inadequate housing, lack
access to basic services and experience socio-economic challenges. These inequalities are further exacerbated
for people with disabilities, the elderly, and children. There are over 450 informal settlements in the City of Cape
Town Metro, of which approximately 90 of the largest settlements are located in the Khayelitsha Health subdistrict. Khayelitsha became the first township to confirm a COVID-19 infection in March 2020.
With the mandatory move in South Africa to wearing non-medical cloth masks outside being implemented, we
identified the high level of non-conformance in wearing masks and inconsistency in practicing the golden rules of
Covid-19 prevention practices, especially in these vulnerable hotspot communities. This prompted us to embark
on the Khayelitsha #Masks4All Initiative that aimed to provide masks, hand sanitiser, and COVID-19 related
support services to facilities housing persons with disabilities, the elderly and children.
The broad goals of this initiative were to support the economic development of seamstresses from the
community through the production of masks to be supplied to facilities that care for vulnerable persons. The
Khayelitsha #Masks4All Initiative also aimed to contribute positively to the health and social equalities of these
vulnerable persons through the provision of masks, hand sanitiser, and COVID-19 education and social support
services connections. 6000 masks were produced by 12 community seamstresses, were packaged by EPWP
worker volunteers, and in collaboration with Environmental Health Practitioners (EHP’s), was distributed to 48
care facilities across six health sub-districts in the City of Cape Town Metro.
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The initiative involves the collaboration between three colleagues from the Atlantic Fellows for Health Equity
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South Africa programme. Wendy Somlavi is a young entrepreneur and community member of Khayelitsha. She
spearheaded the drive to sew the masks for the #Masks4All initiative, working with and empowering fellow
seamstresses from the community. Lena Stofile works for the City of Cape Town’s Health Department in the
Khayelitsha Health sub-district. She is a critical link between our initiative and the EHP’s in the distribution and
education of residents and staff in the care facilities.
Nikki Green is the proposal developer and drove the coordination and implementation of the Khayelitsha
#Masks4All project. The seamstresses were sourced through word of mouth and via an existing sewing
organisation. After discussions the seamstresses were provided with a pre-sewing package containing mask
specifications, templates and a sample. From day one of the sewing process, the seamstresses expressed that
working together towards a greater cause enhanced their feelings of connectedness and provided them with a
sense of belonging.
By the end of their production of 6000 masks, the seamstresses shared a sense of economic achievement, as
well as a sense of learning and personal development. Along with the 6000 masks, 80x 5L hand sanitisers as well
as COVID-19 educational information is being distributed to 48 facilities. Working alongside the EHP has proven
to be a great advantage in that new connections between us as Senior Fellows and the various sub-district EHP’s
have been established for future initiatives, and also the existing relationships that the EHP’s have with their care
facilities have been strengthened.
The feedback we are receiving from the residents and staff from the various care facilities, is that they appreciate
the additional support and the COVID-19 related education. In conversation with some facilities and the EHP’s,
we realised however that our initial plan of providing COVID-19 related Social Support Services Information via
a poster would not be a resource that would be put to the best use as many residents do not have access to
resources to facilitate this.
We then engaged with various Community Action Networks (CAN’s) across the Western Cape requesting
assistance from organisations or services across the five sub-districts to link to some or even just one of these
care facilities to provide them with access to resources or opportunities that are even more challenging to acquire
due to the COVID-19 pandemic. So far we have received various responses from organisations and services
offering additional support to the care facilities identified. These organisations and services will be connected
to the EHP’s from the respective Health sub-districts who will facilitate this process. With many lessons learnt
along the way and many connections and ideas born from this initiative, we are extremely excited to achieve the
goals set forth for Khayelitsha.
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A CO-ORDINATED INTERSECTIONAL APPROACH TO
ADVOCATING FOR THE INCLUSION OF SEX WORKERS
AND LGBTI+ PEOPLE IN THE STATE’S EMERGENCY
RESPONSE TO COVID-19

DUDUZILE DLAMINI

LANCE LOUISKIETER

As a means to advance advocacy
work and highlight the experiences
of queer persons and sex workers
during the COVID-19 pandemic,
two Senior Fellows, Duduzile
Dlamini and Lance Louskieter
collaborated,
with
the
Sex
Workers Education and Advocacy
Taskforce (SWEAT), the Sexual
and Reproductive Health Coalition
(SRJC) and the Triangle Project to
co-ordinate a project documenting
the marginalisation of the LGBTI+
community and sex workers in the
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health system’s response to the novel pandemic.
Lance and Dudu have run a number of projects together such as advancing the right to health for sex workers.
Both Lance and Dudu have engaged with Fellows, sharing and collaborating with them to advance health equity.
As part of their project peer educators have been trained to conduct interviews with sex workers and persons of the
LGBTIQA+ community they represent to identify the challenges they face during the pandemic. These interviews
have been transcribed and documented as stories. Thus far 86 stories have been collected and separated into
various forms of content pieces which are being disseminated. In the last week of September these stories were
presented as a webinar that involved key stakeholders putting forth actionable advocacy recommendations.

A COMMUNITY OF CARE: SEX WORKER AND QUEER PEER
EDUCATORS ARE COMMUNITY CARERS AND ADVOCATES
FOR THE MOST MARGINALISED DURING COVID-19

‘WHEN YOU ARE POOR, BLACK, A SEX WORKER, GENDER NON-CONFORMING AND
GAY, YOU ARE AN EXPERT OF THAT LIVED EXPERIENCE. IT IS IMPORTANT TO THEN
BE VOCAL FOR THEM TO KNOW THAT THEIR STORY IS SUFFICIENT FOR SOMETHING
TO BE DONE. OUR STORIES NEED TO BE TOLD AS LONG AS OUR SURVIVAL AND
LIVELIHOOD IS STILL CONDITIONAL”. DUDU DLAMINI AND LANCE LOUSKIETER

As a means to advance advocacy work and highlighting the experiences of queer persons and sex workers
in the time of COVID-19, Tekano Fellows Duduzile Dlamini and Lance Louskieter collaborated with the Sex
Workers Education and Advocacy TaskForce (SWEAT) , the SRJC and the Triangle Project to coordinate a project
documenting the marginalisation of the LGBTI+ community and sex workers in the health system’s response to
the novel pandemic.
This project connects efforts that mobilise towards the decriminalisation of sex work in order to advance
the rights and health of sex workers, with efforts to ensure the realisation of constitutional and human rights
womxn, LGBTIQ+ persons, their partners and families. This project specifically seeks to engage proactively with
the implications of COVID-19 on the everyday experiences of sex workers and LGBTIQ+ persons. It serves as
a starting point for a broader collaborative advocacy strategy between Sex Workers Education and Advocacy
Taskforce (SWEAT), Mothers for the Future (M4F), the Triangle Project, the Sexual and Reproductive Coalition
(SRJC).

FF THE LONG-TERM IMPACT GOALS OF THIS PROJECT ARE AS FOLLOWS:
•
•
•
•
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Build synergies and collaborations across advocacy priorities among the different organisations involved
to strengthen advocacy efforts locally, provincially and nationally
Generate and document informative of experiences linked to COVID-19 and the state’s response for
broader advocacy for evidence informed policy influence and lobbying
Respond to challenges that sex workers and LGBTIQ+ persons face during and post COVID-19 linked to
the state’s response
Position sex work and LGBTIQ+ priorities alongside ‘mainstream’ health systems, community organising
and advocacy and develop a sustainable strategy to build an allyship base for advocacy of these
priorities.
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FF THE SHORT-TERM SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THIS ADVOCACY PROJECT ARE TO:
•
•
•
•

Mobilise sex worker and queer peer educators to organise and strengthen their advocacy capacity
Train and equip peer educators with information and resources to facilitate and promote responsiveness
to queer persons and sex workers during lockdown and the COVID-19 pandemic
Create appropriate, acceptable and relevant health promotion information through outreach, media and
social media engagement
Dradft a ollection of narratives as evidence about the experiences of sex workers and queer persons for
future advocacy priorities

To date, a total of 120 stories have been collected, and are in the process of being separated into various forms
of content pieces which will be disseminated between September and October culminating into a documentary,
webinar, OpEds and engagements involving key stakeholders and actionable advocacy recommendations.
A website was also created and is under construction as part of the Mothers for the Future (M4F) banner to
showcase the work of the advocacy buddies and peer educators of the project. The following images are samples
of the stories:

10
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EXCLUSION OF MARGINALISED
FOREIGN MIGRANTS

TINASHE NJANI

MAFOKO PHOMANE

KENTSE RADEBE

Three Senior Fellows, Tinashe Njani, Mafoko Phomane, and Kentse Radebe, all linked to non-South African
communities in Cape Town, collaborated on an intervention to support 58 female migrant informal traders from
the communities of Gugulethu, Khayelitsha and Masiphumelele.
Tinashe Njanji, originally from Zimbabwe, has been heavily involved in anti-xenophobia work since 2008. Through
his involvement with The People’s Health Movement South Africa (PHM) he became a resource to many Fellows
and collaborated with many other Fellows on various projects, including the NHI project. Mafoko Phomane
originally from Lesotho, built strong relationships with the non-South African communities through her work in civil
society and activism. Mafoko, worked at the Rural Health Advocacy Project (RHAP) until 2019, and participated
in a Voice Workshop with Tinashe. She also collaborated with a number of other Fellows and developed a mental
health affinity group with another Fellow, Shannon Morgan.
Kentse Radebe has been heavily involved in the Community Action Networks (CANs) across Cape Town. She is
Executive Director of the South African College of Applied Psychology (SACAP) and during her Senior Fellowship
year her relationship with Fellows deepened. She is now working and collaborating on a number of projects with
other Senior Fellows and received an award at the PHASA Conference in 2019 for her outstanding leadership.
A few days into the lockdown, a couple of families who survive mainly on informal trading approached Tinashe
asking for support from various organisations. As caring activists these three Fellows came together to fight for
the human rights and dignity of these vulnerable foreign nationals in South Africa.
The COVID-19 pandemic and national lockdown exacerbated the socio-economic positions of informal traders
and made these women vulnerable while trying to make a living and provide for their families. Through this
project each woman is provided with a monthly food aid voucher to the value of R800 for three months. To
date, 90 vouchers have been distributed to the 58 women, meaning, all the women have received their first food
voucher and the second vouchers are in the process of being distributed.
These women do not know each other and therefore the team of Fellows want to strengthen the existing social
networks of the women so that they can support each other. A regular communication (Zoom/WhatsApp Call)
platform with the leadership will be set up.

11
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THREE COMRADES FIGHT
FOR INFORMAL TRADERS
AS ACTIVISTS, WE ARE PASSIONATE
ABOUT THIS PROJECT

SUPPORTING A COMMUNITY OF NON SOUTH AFRICAN INFORMAL
TRADERS IN THE MIDST OF THE LOCKDOWN
Kentse Radebe, Mafoko Phomane and Tinashe Njanji are a team of comrades who recognise the plight of informal
traders and the negative impact COVID-19 and its subsequent lockdown has had on them. We have identified
groups of foreign national women who work as informal traders. These women all face numerous hardships that
deem them vulnerable despite trying to make a living.
Recently we conducted micro research via Whatsapp and telephone calls and drafted a proposal which seeks to
address the needs identified in the research. These needs range from the lack of food to the lack of shelter. The
findings encouraged us to embark on a quest to:
•
•
•

provide each woman with a monthly food aid voucher (the most urgent need was food),
strengthen existing social networks that provide support to, between and amongst these women,
explore opportunities that allowed them to organise their own formal structure during and post lockdown
as well as advocate for issues that affect them as informal migrant traders.

We identified that female foreign national informal traders are their families’ main providers, a very important
group to support, and soon realised the need to create opportunities for these women. We hope our intervention,
that provides vouchers to these vulnerable women, will add value to their lives. Additionally, we hope our project
will encourage informal traders to organise themselves into networks that link them with the existing association.

FF RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
There have been positive developments for asylum seekers and refugees as they are now able to apply for the
SASSA unemployment fund. Our project will also address the issue of exclusion of foreign nationals as they
were left out from receiving these relief packages at the beginning of the lockdown. We hope that the project will
change the government’s position and perspectives on marginalised populations.
As activists, we are passionate about this project because it aims to address issues of health equity amongst this
population of vulnerable women who are part of our community. We believe they should not be left behind - they
need access to food and shelter which are basic human rights. The heart of this project addresses issues of
Social Justice in our community.
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Existing organisations that are meant to assist migrants are currently overwhelmed as they do not have adequate
resources to meet the demand. The result is life becoming a nightmare for most foreign nationals during the
lockdown.
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FF TODAY
To date we have distributed 80 food aid vouchers to 58 vulnerable women working as informal traders. Our
project aims to distribute 174 food aid vouchers to these women as they face various challenges that include the
struggles of putting food on the table, paying rent, buying nappies and providing meals for their children. Most
of them have mentioned electricity, warm clothing and blankets as their current greatest needs as they navigate
the wet and freezing winter season.
Sadly those who failed to pay their rent over the past months have been threatened with eviction notices but we
referred them to organisations that handle these matters.
Our economy has been severely impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic and as a result there remains an increased
demand for food aid vouchers because life under lockdown continues to be difficult for informal traders.
As a team we would like to express our sincere thanks to Tekano for availing the funds for these food vouchers
that are making a big difference in the lives of these desperate women.

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR SINCERE THANKS TO TEKANO

5

BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE
AMONG & COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS

RENE SPARKS
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Rene Sparks, a member of PHASA who received an award for her
outstanding leadership, has started a project that builds community
resilience among healthcare workers and community volunteers. With
this project she aims to provide enhanced, accurate information via social
media platforms to increase its reach; by interviewing various healthcare
workers from allied, lay and professional spheres to gain insights into
their experiences and the impact on communities during COVID-19. She
also wants to design and publish a tailored IPC training manual to assist
HCW needs in the community settings. Thus far Rene has launched her
website and participated in a curriculum development course to support
the development of IPC materials. She has also procured items for hygiene
or dignity packs which are being distributed by NGOs in Manenberg (Youth
4 Change Global) and Goodwood (Goodwood Community Action Network)
to assist homeless and vulnerable members of these communities.

S E PT E M B E R

2020

HACCSA AIMS TO OFFER QUALITY TRAINING
THROUGH CO-CREATION WITH COMMUNITYBASED HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS.

BUILDING COMMUNITY RESILIENCE AMONG COMMUNITY
BASED HEALTH PROVIDERS & COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS
The Health Advocacy and Clinical Compliance South Africa (HACCSA) was established in 2018. The
organisation was born out of the sheer frustration with the current community volunteers and peerled training programmes. It appeared that these organisations did not yield the desired outcome
which is to upskill peers and community counsellors to conduct quality, integrated HIV services.
Therefore, HACCSA aims to offer quality training through co-creation with community-based health
care providers.
Recently, TEKANO and the Atlantic Institute gave HACCSA the opportunity to stop dreaming about community
support and building resilience but to finally give it life. To-date most of HACCSA’s work was achieved through
community volunteers but this grant provides the opportunity for more meaningful engagement in the following
ways:
1.

2.
3.
4.

A published website that community based health providers can access and share stories related to
their experiences with COVID-19 as well as their work in general. The long-term goal is to provide access
to quality training and the option to co-create training materials that are tailored and easy to understand
as well as implement. The first training will focus on Infection Prevention and Control for Community
Based Health Care Providers.
Strengthen activities of the Public Health Association of South Africa’s Civil Society: HIV/AIDS, STI and
TB Special Interest Group.
Support Goodwood Community Action Network and Youth 4 Change Global (Manenberg based LGBTIQA
NPO) with dignity/ hygiene packs to key and share with vulnerable populations.
Support community based organisations with health services for key and vulnerable populations
including migrants/ asylum seekers/ refugees, the homeless as well as translating some National
Department of Health COVID-19 messaging into other languages, suitable for these communities.

FF OUR WORK THUS FAR
Some of the activities have already commenced:
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•
•
•
•

Supporting the Goodwood CAN with its nutritional support drives
Have dispatched a number of the hygiene/dignity packs which support menstrual hygiene
Created and shared COVID-19 material via Instagram and Twitter
Donated to Youth 4 Change Global to assist with new flooring in their Soup Kitchen.

